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Jung Woo-jin, the smiling and handsome guy. The perfect next-generation rising star remembers 
his every fan's names. Perfect for him, but he had a sick. It is a kind of disease that remembers 
everything, not for every little thing. Even it is not disease to die, but it sometimes gives Jeong 
Woo-jin a hell. It's like going into that moment and living back in that time, feeling the emotion of 
the moment. The female Hae-su who suddenly appeared before Woo-jin. She is a woman who 
lives with only a month's memory as opposed to him. This drama is a love story between a man 
who remembers everything and a woman who lives with only a month's memory!!

YOUNG & CONTENTS CO., Ltd.  
Website. www.youngcontents.com

Tel. +82 (0)10 3749 5573

E-mail. lhy8818@naver.com 

Production Year  2021 / Under production

Eps × Min   20 × 10(Web Drama ver.) 

1 × 100(Movie ver.)

Genre  Web Drama / Fantasy Romance 

A TiME TO REMEMbER

Drama

“The real love starts after a brakeup”
Yeon-du and Hyun-ho, who were the best couple at Hwayang High School, broke up! Yeon-du 
tries to turn him down, but Hyun-ho tries to change Yeon-du's mind somehow by making even a 
tiny excuse. Two new intruders appear between those two. A new crush appears to Seol and Ju-
ho while Yu-na still loves Seung-hyun.
Let's follow their story after graduating from high school and become more mature in a new place.

WHYNOT MEDiA 
Website. http://whynot.video/ 

Tel. +82 (0)70 7500 1072

E-mail. nelly@whynot.video 

Production Year  2021 / Pre-production

Eps × Min  16 × 20

Genre  Romance, Drama 
bEST MiSTAkE 3
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An unexpected romance between a rich but ignorant man and sophisticated but naive woman! 
Dali, the wealthy daughter of a prestigious family and the Cocky Prince who is trying to con her out of 
her art gallery business. Although he is far from intelligent, he has an incredible knack for business. Dali, 
on the other hand, is the only daughter of an elite family and the owner and director of an art gallery. Dali 
and the Cocky Prince have different cultural, financial and educational backgrounds, and even different 
tastes and values, but the art gallery brings them together and creates many opportunities for them to 
understand each other better. Let’s see what will happen to Dali and the cocky Prince in Dali's art gallery!

kbS Media 
Website. http://global.kbsmedia.co.kr/

Tel. +82 (0)2 6939 8133

E-mail. eunsol.kim@kbsmedia.co.kr 

Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  16 × 70

Genre  Drama 

Definition  HD 

DALi AND COCkY PRiNCE

Drama

Hye-ran Go is CBC’s first female main anchor and a living, breathing representation of this era’s 
intelligence who steadfastly holds the no.1 rank in reliability among the journalists. She once 
fell in love with Kevin Lee in her twenties, but her ambitious nature drove her to cast him aside 
miserably. After a few years, she reunites with the now-successful Kevin and gets swept into 
a murder case. The media scrambles to cover the murder story on their channels and in the 
process, an incident that happened long ago becomes uncovered. Hye-ran thought her past was 
hidden away perfectly, but it comes back to be revealed in front of the world.

JTbC Studios Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.jtbcworldwide.com

Tel. +82 (0)2 2031 8491

E-mail. jtbcworldwide@jtbc.co.kr 

Production Year  2018

Eps × Min  16 × 70

Genre  Romance, Drama, Revenge 
MiSTY
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Timeslip from 600 years back in Korea to the modern world!
Music web drama based on webtoon <Must You Go?>. The male character Park Yeon is brought 
to the modern world by the Yu Jeong. Destiny connects the main two characters in both worlds. 
Love starts to blossom through modern music and ancient music. Will Park Yeon decide to stay in 
the modern world with Yu Jeong?

Yoon & Company inc.  
Website. www.yoonncompany.com

Tel. +82 (0)2 3152 8600

E-mail. hyuntae@yoonncompany.com  

Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  8 × 30

Genre  Romance 

Definition  HD 

MUST YOU GO?

Drama

This is a story of a boy whose good heart changes the lives of everyone around him. This series 
focuses on the boy's ability to bring warmth, excitement, and sensibility, whether it is to a vengeful 
ghost filled with rage or a woman who just lost the love of her life. Even in the darkest of times, 
people will be able to find moments of happiness. This is not a typical ghost story but one that 
focuses on the love that exists beyond death.

Nexus international Contents 
Website. www.nexusicon.com

Tel. +82 (0)2 593 6575

E-mail.  seetha95@nexusicon.com 
karolina@nexusicon.com  

Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  10 × 30

Genre  Drama 

Definition  HD 

PEACH Of TiME 
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In a luxury penthouse in Seoul's prestigious Gangnam district, tensions are high between the 
diverse residents of Hera Palace. From elegant ‘silver spoons’ born to high society to ambitious 
social climbers, each strives to reach the top, whether in wealth, status, or the education of their 
children. The residents of Hera Palace, a luxury penthouse apartment with 100 floors, have many 
secrets and hidden ambitions. 

SbS 
Website.  https://programs.sbs.co.kr/special/

sbscontentshub/main

Tel. +82 (0)2 2001 0715

E-mail. jisangkim@sbs.co.kr 

Production Year  2020-2021

Genre  Crime, Thriller 

Eps × Min   Season 1 : 21 × 70, Season 2 : 13 × 70,  

Season 3 : 14 × 70

THE PENTHOUSE

Drama

Dancing in the Box has the iconic device called the dance box. In the box, dancers should be 
synchronised to press the same button at the same time. If they push the same one, a ‘perfect’ 
sign will be shown on the LED screen in the middle of the stage. 
Judges who are the dance experts mark them, which is called the artistic point. The technical point 
is accumulated by pressing the buttons. The team that got the highest overall point is the winner.

di turn 
E-mail. haena.cho@diturn.co.kr 

Entertainment

Production Year  2021 / Non-televised

Eps × Min  2 × 50 (pilot eps)

Genre  Dance competition show 
DANCiNG iN THE bOx
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A dating show where EX couples live together in order to look for love while keeping their past 
relationship a secret! 
4 EX couples who keep their past relationship a secret, live together to look for love. Singles are free 
to express their emotions freely during their stay but cannot reveal who their ex is. Heart flutters, 
jealousy, the pull ofthe known vs the pull of the new, the mixed emotions of falling in love with 
someone new or perhaps falling for the ex again, will the singles find love while living with their EX? 

CJ ENM 
Website. http://watch.cjenm.com

Tel. +82 (0)2 371 8616

E-mail. watch@watchcjenm.net 

Entertainment

ExCHANGE
Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  14 × 70

Genre  Dating Reality 

Limitless Worldwide K-pop group NCT 127's new concept of ‘Battle Summer Vacation’
NCT 127 that traveled to different countries and cities through <NCT LIFE> is back as a whole! 
BUT, This is not an ordinary tour but NCT 127's Real Travel Variety with endless game parades 
and thrilling activities.
<NCT LIFE>'s 11th season is set in a healing spot of Gapyeong, Gangwon Province.
A Special Journey back with an upgraded sense of entertainment and chemistry, NCT vs. NCT 
Battle Vacation! Let's go together!

SM Culture & Contents 
Website. www.smcultureandcontents.com

E-mail. kang.sh@smtown.com 

Production Year  2021 / On-Air

Eps × Min  12 × 20

Genre  Travel Reality 

Definition  HD 

NCT LifE iN GAPYEONG
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NICE TO MEET YOU is a dynamic culinary travel show hosted by foreign expats living in Korea. 
As huge foodies who are passionate about traveling, they will take you on an exciting journey to 
hidden gems in Korea and introduce Korean comfort foods and authentic delicacies. 

Ak Entertainment Co., Ltd.  
Website. www.akent.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 6332 0092

E-mail. hansol@akent.co.kr  

NiCE TO MEAT YOU

Production Year  2021 / Ongoing

Eps × Min  17 × 30

Genre  Food, Travel

Definition  HD 

Entertainment

Only the essential on Arirang TV's signature music program, <Simply K-Pop>! 
Explore which idol groups, bands and solo artists are dropping new tracks this month! 
Get closer to the artists, as K-POP stars perform on-stage and interact with the audience 
throughout the show. 
Your special source to KPOP, <Simply K-POP>!

Arirang TV 
Website. www.arirang.com

Tel. +82 (0)2 3475 5141, +82 (0)2 3475 5076

E-mail.  kylee@arirang.com(Content Distribution),  
boram@arirang.com(Chanel Distribution) 

SiMPLY kPOP

Production Year  2020-2021 

Eps × Min  60 min. per episode (every week)

Genre  Entertainment 

Definition  HD 
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Entertainment

An entertainment show with No. 1 female sports stars in Korea. A change begins for sports stars 
to be reborn as people who have fun. A program that puts down the competition and records for a 
while and searches for their happiness. Forget about the players in our memories! Let's have fun 
from now on! 'SPORTY SISTERS'.  

Tcast Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.imtcast.com

Tel. +82 (0)70 8145 3117

E-mail. jiminkim@tcast.tv 

Production Year  2020 ~ 2021

Eps × Min  56 × 70

Genre  Entertainment 

Definition  HD 

SPORTY SiSTERS

13 contestants will stay in a mansion for a week. The contestants who fail to “never do what the 
rule says” will be dead. The contestants should figure out the death rule themselves by collecting 
dying messages and obtaining hints from the challenges. For the next 7 days, they need to survive 
from following the new death rules newly given every day. Only the ones who survived from the 
death rules until the end will win the prize money of 100 Million Won, and remain STILL ALIVE.

SOMETHiNG SPECiAL 
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7460

E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr 

Production Year  Pilot Production, to be aired in 2021 Q4

Eps × Min  2 × 60 (Pilot)

Genre  Crime Game Show 
STiLL ALiVE
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Entertainment

The Greatest Voice Ever, Hidden under the Mask
Now, Here Comes a Brand-New Challenge of the “Original Production of MASKED SINGER”.
The Global Talent Competition Show, co-developed by MBC, Korea and HERVE HUBERT, 
France; 
Ordinary yet Gifted Contestants, Boast their Voices at the Masked Talent Show! 
Anyone can be the Hero behind the Mask. Who will be the NEXT MASKED TALENT?

MbC 
Website. http://content.mbc.co.kr

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3713

E-mail. junhee.koh@mbc.co.kr

Production Year  2021

Eps × Min  2 × 80

Genre  Talent Show 

Definition  HD 

THE MASkED TALENT

Weekly Idol is a program focused on the hottest idol groups in Korea. This variety show is hosted 
by Kwang Hee and Eun Hyuk, and has featured some of Korea’s most popular stars including 
EXO, BTS, Winner and Twice. After the hosts and two guests solve quizzes about idol stars, the 
idol star of the week appears as a guest and participates in games such as Random Play Dance 
and the Idol King Contest with the hosts.

MbC PLUS 
Website. www.mbcplus.com

Tel. +82 (0)31 995 0255

E-mail. hong3@mbcplus.com 

Production Year  2011 / On-air

Eps × Min  526 × 60

Genre  K-POP Entertainment 

Definition  HD 

WEEkLY iDOL
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We will use an AI Tracking camera and autonomous vehicle to track the process of an independent 
male lion taking over the pride. Fusing artificial intelligence face recognition and tracking systems, 
biometric cameras will recognize the lion’s face and body and remotely control the car to track the 
lion’s night world. It will capture the violent war that unfolds at night in Africa, recording the night 
world in vivid colors with the ISO 409600 video shot by AI.
Now, nature documentaries will meet artificial intelligence.

Wildtale Co., Ltd.  
Website. www.wildtale.net

Tel. +82 (0)10 2753 8954

E-mail. wildtale@naver.com  

Production Year  2021 / Work on

Eps × Min  4 × 52

Genre  wildlife documentary 

Definition  UHD HDR 

CHASER Of WiLDLifE, CASAD

Documentary

There are many documentaries and fiction movies made about Chornobyl. Most of them are focused 
on the events of the incident, lost lives or exploit various myths. Video games are following the same 
trail. None of them truly explore the life of today’s Chornobyl and the Zone. Our Project 4K documentary 
‘Future City, Chernobyl’ on the contrary will demonstrate the true face of the Zone: starting with local 
employees who are making it safer and ending up with those inhabitants who are calling it ‘home.’ Our 
team does it with the help of 4K and 360-degree virtual reality shooting technology allowing you with 
unprecedented interactivity and decision making on what to see and where to explore next.

PlayOnCast Corp. 
Website. www.playoncast.com

Tel. +82 (0)70 4367 3730~2

E-mail. feelgood@playoncast.com 

Production Year  2019

Eps × Min  1 × 60

Genre  Documentary 

Definition  UHD 4K 

fUTURE CiTY, CHERNObYL
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Documentary

Why do males are more outstanding in their physical appearance? 
Why are females so picky in choosing their mates? Why do we do things that have nothing to do 
with our survival? 
We search for the answers by delving into the lives of plants, insects, fish, mammals, birds, and 
primates of the world. The true winner of the battlefield of evolution is not the ones that survive, but the 
ones that succeed in mating. We have evolved into both surviving machines and mating machines.

EbS 
Website. wwsales.ebs.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 526 3946

E-mail. snakim@ebs.co.kr 

Production Year  2022 / in production

Eps × Min  2 × 50

Genre  Nature Documentary 

Definition  HD/UHD 

MATiNG MACHiNE

nature & wildlife 
This nature documentary captures the four seasons of wetland and the activities of the creatures 
living there. The hidden living creatures are appeared with different colors of the seasonal wetland.  
Plants and animals show many adaptations to life on flood plains, coping with seasonal flooding.

DAEHAN MEDiAWORLD 
Tel. +82 (0)2 3664 1279

E-mail. info@daehanmediaworld.co.kr 

SEASONS ON THE WETLAND

Production Year  2020

Eps × Min  1 × 52

Genre  Documentary 

Definition  4K 
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Drama

SOMETHiNG SPECiAL 
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7460

E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr 

bEST MiSTAkE 

Yeon-du is an ordinary high school student, who is being 

chased by a stalker. To get rid of a stalker, she posted a boy's 

photo on her profile, pretending that he was her boyfriend, 

but that boy turned out to be a school bully. She never 

thought she would get caught up with these kids, but she did. 

And she can't get away. She finds herself getting closer to 

the guy, day after day. The troublemaker becomes someone 

Yeon-du has never expected him to be.

*Original format by WHYNOT Media

Production Year  2019 / Aired online   |   Eps × Min  15 × 10(S1), 
16 × 15(S2)   |   Genre  high-teen romance, web drama

Yoon & Company inc.  
Website. www.yoonncompany.com 

Tel. +82 (0)2 3152 8600

E-mail. hyuntae@yoonncompany.com  

bUbbLE UP 

Off to college after high school. Instead, Ha Young makes her 

own path rather than to live up to society's expectations. She 

starts working at a famous online video streaming platform, 

"Bubble TV". First day at work, she confronts the devilish 

boss. During the day she works at office and during night she 

lives as a influencer. How will she balance the two opposite 

lives? Will she be able to handle the harsh reality?

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  10 × 15
Genre  Youth   |   Definition  HD 

CHiLLiNG COHAbiTATiON

S company Owner's daughter, Jung Se-ri, witness the suicide 

of a woman who has committed suicide in an elevator, where 

she meet one of the girls who committed suicide. The KS 

Company will be merged into a large company. The ghosts 

of ghosts come to her every night. Finally She supposed to 

help one female ghost Song Ji-chan, and start traveling with 

three cafe ghosts.

Production Year  2021 / Under production   |   Eps × Min  1 × 100(Movie ver.),
20 × 10(Web Drama ver.)   |   Genre  Horror Romantic Comedy

YOUNG & CONTENTS CO., Ltd.  
Website. www.youngcontents.com 

Tel. +82 (0)10 3749 5573

E-mail. lhy8818@naver.com

SOMETHiNG SPECiAL 
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7460

E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr 

fEARSOME 

This horror anthology series is based on true stories passed 

along from person to person in Asian countries. 

In each episode, the main character will encounter a new 

fearsome environment. This “real drama” based on people’s 

actual experience will captivate the audience with “extreme 

fear” through fresh cinematography, subtle depiction, and 

riveting engagement. Forget predictable and imaginable 

endings. Here you’ll find unimaginable twists that are only 

possible in real life! 

Production Year  TBD   |   Eps × Min  8 × 60
Genre  Horror
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Drama

GENOME ROMANCE 

A love story about a man who has an unusual genetic 

disease caused by his grandfather who has the largest 

genetic company in Korea and a woman who has never 

dreamed of love because of saliva allergies.

Production Year  2019   |   Eps × Min  8 × 15
Genre  Romance   |   Definition  HD 

Yoon & Company inc.  
Website. www.yoonncompany.com 

Tel. +82 (0)2 3152 8600

E-mail. hyuntae@yoonncompany.com  

Ak Entertainment Co., Ltd.  
Website. www.akent.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 6332 0092

E-mail. hansol@akent.co.kr  

HERO 

Working as a journalist for a scandalous tabloid Monday 

Seoul, Do-hyuk uses any means necessary to get a scoop. 

One day, he goes to interview Yong-deok, the former big-time 

gangster who suggests that they start their own newspaper. 

When Monday Seoul has gone out of business, Do-hyuk 

joins Yong-deok with his former co-workers to launch 

Yongdeok Daily together. But the newly hired journalists soon 

find themselves sucked into a huge conspiracy that could 

utterly ruin their lives...  

Production Year  2009 / Completed   |   Eps × Min  16 × 70
Genre  Action, Comedy   |   Definition  HD 

HiP HOP kiNG 

Broadcasted on SBS, one of the biggest public TV channels. 

Hiphop culture and young dream chasers struggling to create 

their own paths within it. Soundtracks made by famous 

Korean rappers add authentic flavor. Starring Naeun Lee (of 

kpop girl band April), Hoya (of kpop boy band Infinite), and 

Han Hyun Min (Model). 

Production Year  2019   |   Eps × Min  12 × 30
Genre  Youth   |   Definition  HD 

Yoon & Company inc.  
Website. www.yoonncompany.com 

Tel. +82 (0)2 3152 8600

E-mail. hyuntae@yoonncompany.com  

iSSUE MAkERS 

A story of white collars in 20s-30s powering through everyday 

of life. There is passion, friendship, and hardships in the start-

up company. There are ups and downs in every episode with 

a  comic sense.

Production Year  2019   |   Eps × Min  2 × 60
Genre  Youth   |   Definition  HD 

Yoon & Company inc.  
Website. www.yoonncompany.com 

Tel. +82 (0)2 3152 8600

E-mail. hyuntae@yoonncompany.com  
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Drama

MbC 
Website. http://content.mbc.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3713

E-mail. junhee.koh@mbc.co.kr

kiLL ME HEAL ME

Here is one man living in a Dystopian world. He was 

traumatized as a young child. It was difficult for him to deal 

with his childhood trauma so he created another personality 

to cope with his pain!

His alter ego’s uncontrollable anger will explode after being 

suppressed in his subconscious. But the problem is that he 

will have no recollection of what happened while he was in a 

rage. But the split personality turns out to have splintered into 

a third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seven personalities. He quietly 

seeks medical help and is diagnosed with Dissociative 

Identity Disorder.

Will he be able to build up the true relationship with others?

Production Year  2015   |   Eps × Min  20 × 70
Genre  Relationship   |   Definition  HD 

MbC PLUS 
Website. www.mbcplus.com 

Tel. +82 (0)31 995 0255

E-mail. hong3@mbcplus.com 

LONELY ENOUGH TO LOVE 

“I cannot afford to waste my energy, not knowing what will 

happen with this guy.” “Romance is annoying, so I am just 

seeing someone.”

Young people living in the “Happy Together” co-living house 

are the ones who still want to go out with someone, but at the 

same time, feel free from burden of a serious relationship. 

They all want to enjoy freedom but hate to feel lonely. Each 

one has his/her splendid reason, and their romance stands 

idle. They do accept the harsh reality but never want to give 

up a feeling of romance...So what?

Production Year  2020 / Finished   |   Eps × Min  10 × 60
Genre  Drama   |   Definition  HD 

MiNE

Encaged in a gold-clad life of secrets and lies, two women in 

a conglomerate family seek to topple all that stands in their 

way of finding true joy.

The drama centers around two strong, ambitious and married 

women who tries to overcome the world’s prejudices. They 

both are married with the sons of the most wealthy family 

of a mega conglomerate group. Having high hopes from life 

and wanting to break the biases of the high society, both free 

themselves to find their true value.

Production Year  2020   |   Eps × Min  16 × 60
Genre  Sci-fi   |   Definition  HD 

CJ ENM 
Website. http://watch.cjenm.com 

Tel. +82 (0)2 371 8616

E-mail. watch@watchcjenm.net 

CJ ENM 
Website. http://watch.cjenm.com 

Tel. +82 (0)2 371 8616

E-mail. watch@watchcjenm.net 

MOUSE 

Desperate and sad story of a person who has to face 

uncontrollable fate.

Science has made the world where humans can identify 

psychopaths through a DNA test on a fetus. In that world, 

a psychopath’s ruthless serial murders have left the entire 

nation gripped with fear and chaos. An honest and justice-

seeking rookie police officer and a veteran detective with 

tragic past, face against the killer. They try to bring justice 

to the killer, but after the encounter with the psychopath, 

their lives totally change.

Production Year  2020   |   Eps × Min  20 × 70
Genre  Sci-fi   |   Definition  HD 
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DramaDrama

WHYNOT MEDiA 
Website. http://whynot.video/  

Tel. +82 (0)70 7500 1072

E-mail. nelly@whynot.video 

NAREUL CHUNGJEONHAEJWO

Na Bo-bae, CEO of the detective agency has electrical 

power. Bo-bae has nothing to fear with the ability to 

electrocute every man in the world. However, there is no man 

to date. The faster her heart beats, the stronger the electricity 

comes out. 

She meets a man of fate. A man who is not electrocuted by 

her electricity. But this guy pays Bo-bae to charge his dead 

artificial heart?!

A romance between Na Bo-bae, an electrician, and Baek Ho, 

an artificial heart man, starts!

Production Year  2022 / Pre-production   |   Eps × Min  TBA
Genre  Romance, Fantasy  

MbC 
Website. http://content.mbc.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3713

E-mail. junhee.koh@mbc.co.kr

ON THE VERGE Of iNSANiTY

This is a drama about the fierce survival of middle-aged office 

workers struggling to survive in a turbulent workplace.

Ban-seok, a home appliance developer with 22 years of 

experience is ousted by a younger colleague and Ja-young, 

an HR team leader with 18 years of experience has Ban-

seok join the team as a rookie. Ja-young’s ambitious ex-

husband, whom she divorced a year ago and is the root of all 

these problems, becomes her boss.

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  16 × 70
Genre  Office, Dramedy   |   Definition  HD 

SbS 
Website.  https://programs.sbs.co.kr/special/

sbscontentshub/main 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2001 0715 
E-mail. jisangkim@sbs.co.kr 

ONE THE WOMAN 

Prosecutor Cho Yeon-joo of the Seoul District Prosecutors' 

Office's Ecosystem Destroyer. She is a successful person 

who spent a very poor childhood but became a sponsor 

prosecutor. One day, she saw a woman who looked just like 

her, and a car ran right in front of her.

When she woke up, it was a hospital.She couldn't remember 

anything. 

A tall, handsome man who suddenly appeared, and he said 

he's the husband! Even he is a super rich chaebol. Is she 

supposed to live as a person she doesn't know?

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  16 × 70
Genre  Crime, Comedy   |   Definition  HD 

WHYNOT MEDiA 
Website. http://whynot.video/  

Tel. +82 (0)70 7500 1072

E-mail. nelly@whynot.video 

PART-TiME MELO

‘Seul-mi who wants love VS. Sun-ho who has to stop her 

to like a guy’ 

Seul-mi joins a part-time job dreaming of having a boyfriend. 

But Sun-ho was acting as a love spy to stop her dream!

‘Ji-seo a girl who thinks realistically VS. Ha-woon who thinks 

with his heart’ 

Ji-seo and Ha-woon who met in a small accident meet in Sol 

and Pub by chance.

The opposite chemistry part-time romance of the worst 

chemistry of four men and women!

Production Year  2021 / Post-production   |   Eps × Min  12 × 18
Genre  Romantic, Comedy 
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MbC 
Website. http://content.mbc.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3713

E-mail. junhee.koh@mbc.co.kr

PLEASE DON’T DATE HiM

Home appliance developer Seo Ji-sung dreams of an easy 

life like a well-designed algorithm. However, her ongoing 

project “smart voice recognition AI refrigerator” accidentally 

gets combined with an Anti-Terrorism Super Sensor chip. All 

of a sudden, the AI refrigerator suddenly identifies human 

lowlifes! This leads to revealing the truth about Ji-sung’s 

fiancé. The man she thought of as an elite was actually a 

criminal. Will she be able to fix this unfortunate events?

Production Year  2020   |   Eps × Min  10 × 60
Genre  Romance, Sci-Fi   |   Definition  HD 

SOMETHiNG SPECiAL 
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7460

E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr 

PURE MELO DiSTRiCT 

Young career woman, Seol, asks "Why do I need to choose 

between work, love, and friendship?“

Seol is secretly dating her colleague Jung-Woo who is 

her boyfriend. Jung-Woo begins a vlog project with a new 

company employee, Tae-hwan who is Seol’s childhood male 

friend. Who will she end up with?

This format also has a spin-off unscripted vlog series that 

promotes the company for sponsorship.

(KOGAS for Korea, where they ask Q&A about interview/

resume tips)

*Original format by WHYNOT Media

Production Year  2020 / Aired online   |   Eps × Min  15 × 10
Genre  Office romance, Web drama 

Drama

SOMETHiNG SPECiAL 
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7460

E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr 

REAL TiME LOVE

Hong Yeon is a pretty 18-year-old girl, easygoing and popular 

at school, but she always seems lost when it comes to 

relationships. But a charming new student appears before 

her eyes. Blue hair, piercings, and always with a grumpy face, 

this new student seems like a free soul. Hong Yeon starts to 

wonder what kind of person he really is...A coming-of-age 

story about the real love of a real 18-year-old, in real time! 

Will Hong Yeon’s relationship take a new turn this summer?

*Original format by WHYNOT Media

Production Year  2019 / Aired online   |   Eps × Min  15 × 4(S1), 
8 × 15(S2, S3, S4)   |   Genre  high-teen romance, web drama

kbS Media 
Website. http://global.kbsmedia.co.kr/ 

Tel. +82 (0)2 6939 8133

E-mail. eunsol.kim@kbsmedia.co.kr 

SELL YOUR HAUNTED HOUSE 

Jia inherited her exorcism ability from her mother, who was 

her only family, a teacher, and a friend. However, Jia’s mother 

suddenly passed away before she could see Jia grow up to 

become a proper exorcist. In order to help her mother pass 

into the afterlife, Jia runs Daebak Real Estate as she searches 

for a strong medium for her mom. One day, Jia comes across 

a strangely special medium, In-beom. Unaware that he is a 

medium, In-beom has been living as a fearless con artist posing 

as an exorcist. But the truth is he has the ability to take on a 

ghost’s painful memories in place of Jia. In-beom comforts Jia 

by sympathizing with her pain that she had been enduring by 

herself. However, there is a big unrevealed secret between them.

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  16 × 70
Genre  Drama   |   Definition  HD 
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SUMMER GUYS 

Korean version of Coyote Ugly!

             a hot romantic drama set on the beach!!!

Summer, Beach, Youth and Cocktail! a heart-rending remark!! 

In the middle of summer, a cocktail bar on the beach of Jeju 

Island plays music called "Pelon."

My heart is pounding. Under the glitzy light Bartle dances at 

the bartender's fingertips.

The love of youth unfolds like a spectacular cocktail-shaking 

performance unfolds..

why so serious? Forget the complicated thoughts for a moment 

and enjoy them openly!

Production Year  2021 / Produced   |   Eps × Min  10 × 30
Genre  Romantic Comedy   |   Definition  HD 

YOUNG & CONTENTS CO., Ltd.  
Website. www.youngcontents.com 

Tel. +82 (0)10 3749 5573

E-mail. lhy8818@naver.com

TASTY LOVE 

Opposites attract. A dynamic meeting of a girl from North 

Korea who cannot live without tasty food and a South Korean 

guy who doesn't care what he eats. Ma is a workaholic 

director of a TV show who strives to succeed but his reality 

does not let that happen which makes him burn-out. For him, 

food is simply an energy source. This flips around when he 

meets Yeon Du, an enthusiast about tasty food. She opens 

Ma's eyes on the dynamic world of food.

Production Year  2020   |   Eps × Min  16 × 8
Genre  Romance   |   Definition  HD 

Yoon & Company inc.  
Website. www.yoonncompany.com 

Tel. +82 (0)2 3152 8600

E-mail. hyuntae@yoonncompany.com  

SbS 
Website.  https://programs.sbs.co.kr/special/

sbscontentshub/main 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2001 0715 
E-mail. jisangkim@sbs.co.kr 

TAxi DRiVER 

Do-ki has spent 10 years as an officer for ROK Special 

Forces. When his mother is murdered by a serial killer, 

he is racked with guilt for being unable to protect the most 

important person in his life. One day, he meets CEO of the 

Bluebird Foundation. The organization helps victims of crime, 

and Do-ki receives an offer to work as a taxi driver.

The company isn’t an ordinary taxicab company. Rainbow 

Taxi is a special secretive group that takes revenge for 

victims who weren’t protected by the law.

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  16 × 70
Genre  Crime, Thriller   |   Definition  HD 

Ak Entertainment Co., Ltd.  
Website. www.akent.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 6332 0092

E-mail. hansol@akent.co.kr  

THE DANCE iN THE SkY 

Set in 12th century China under Mongol rule, the story 

centers around the childhood sweethearts Jinha and Sullie 

who are forced to get separated due to Sullie's father, who 

is a Mongol general. Leaving Sullie, Jinha begins mastering 

his family's martial arts and discovers his father was a 

swordsman murdered by the Mongol army. Recovering from 

near-death, Jinha takes on the persona of bandit Jahalang 

and begins an anti-Mongol war with the help of his army of 

warriors. His vengeance faces an unfortunate turn of fate as 

he is reunited with Sullie... 

Production Year  2008 / Completed   |   Eps × Min  33 × 45
Genre  Action, Costume   |   Definition  HD 
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THE LADY iN DiGNiTY 
Production Year  2017   |   Eps × Min  20 × 70
Genre  Romance, Detective

A former lady in dignity who was cast down to lower class from being 

a wife of an upper class man, and a lower class woman who dreams 

of becoming a lady in dignity - how will their battle for raising their social 

status end? Beautiful and gorgeous A-Jin is enjoying a splendidly 

luxurious life after marrying into a semi-chaebol family. Through 

her wits and acuteness, she gained the trust of President Ahn, her 

father-in-law and the head of the house But Bok-Ja, President Ahn's 

caregiver, seduces President Ahn with her voluptuous body and 

becomes the true woman of power in the house. She also gets 

actively involved in managing the business and succeeds in receiving 

all of the company’s shares. She was about to fulfill her dream of 

joining the upper class when something unexpected happens to her. 

Can A-Jin maintain the dignity of the upper class to the end?

MbC 
Website. http://content.mbc.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3713

E-mail. junhee.koh@mbc.co.kr

THE SECOND HUSbAND

Bong Seon-hwa, the main character, overcomes various 

hardships even after being wrongly accused. This is a story 

of the fate, love, secrets and forgiveness that stem from her 

relationship with her two families, one of birth mother and the 

other of the mom that raised her.

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  120 × 40
Genre  Romance, Telenovela   |   Definition  HD 

MbC 
Website. http://content.mbc.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3713

E-mail. junhee.koh@mbc.co.kr

THE VEiL

<THE VEIL> is the story of top NIS agent that faces a great 

monster within the organization as he goes after the traitor 

that has ruined his reputation. It is a record of his journey as 

the agent who had forced himself to forget past memories 

finally get to face a deep darkness within himself.

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  12 × 70
Genre  Agent, Spy/ Thriller   |   Definition  HD 

WHYNOT MEDiA 
Website. http://whynot.video/  

Tel. +82 (0)70 7500 1072

E-mail. nelly@whynot.video 

USER NOT fOUND 

Minjae moved to a new school dreaming of becoming a 

popular student. She feels that everything has changed since 

the first day in new school. It turned out that it happened 

because people were confused with Yoo Min-jae, the real 

‘popular student’ who will transfer in three days! However, 

Yoo Min-jae, the real ‘popular student’ who transferred 

later, wants to live quietly without anyone knowing. The two 

students, who wanted each other's lives, decided to make a 

secret contract. 

Will their school life pass smoothly without anyone noticing 

their real status?

Production Year  2021 / Pre-production   |   Eps × Min  12 × 20
Genre  High Teen Romance 

JTbC Studios Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.jtbcworldwide.com

Tel. +82 (0)2 2031 8491

E-mail. jtbcworldwide@jtbc.co.kr
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MbC 
Website. http://content.mbc.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3713

E-mail. junhee.koh@mbc.co.kr

W

Heart surgeon Oh Yeon-joo learns that her father, a famous 

comic book artist has gone missing. When she goes to her 

father’s studio, she is kidnapped by a man who splattered 

with blood all over his clothes. Her instincts as a doctor kick 

in and she saves the man’s life. But she stumbles upon the 

realization that the man is not from this world. Crossing into 

the virtual world of “W” and real world creates all sorts of 

unexpected situations that lead to conflict and danger.

Production Year  2016   |   Eps × Min  16 × 70
Genre  Romance, Fantasy   |   Definition  HD 

kbS Media 
Website. http://global.kbsmedia.co.kr/ 

Tel. +82 (0)2 6939 8133

E-mail. eunsol.kim@kbsmedia.co.kr 

YOUNG LADY AND GENTLEMAN
Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  50 × 70
Genre  Drama   |   Definition  HD 

Even though Dan-dan was born in a poor family, she makes 

every effort to succeed on her own. However, Dan-dan, as she 

couldn’t stand her parents and brother anymore who are not 

street smart at all, leaves the house and starts to live in Young-

guk's place as a resident tutor. But, wait. What? Her father was 

hired as a private driver and has been living in Young-guk’s 

place with her mother too ever since Dan-dan left the family. 

This family decides to keep it secret from Young-guk. However, 

as she spends more time with Young-guk and his children, this 

gentle guy Young-guk starts to grow on Dan-dan. But wake up 

Dan-dan! He's a 40-year-old man and has three children. But, it 

seems that she cannot but fall in love with him.

ENTERTAINMENT

40
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1DAY 1fiLM k-CiNEfLEx
Production Year  2021   |   Genre  Entertainment
Eps × Min  10 min. per episode (every week)   |   Definition  HD 

Watch one K-CINEMA per day!

Following the success of the four-time Academy-winning 

Korean film [Parasite], foreign viewers’ interest in Korean 

cinema is rising.

Enjoy ten minutes of K-CINEMA every day about films 

on foreign experts’ recommendations list, stories about 

cinephiles, actors’ script-reading sessions of the movie 

sequences, and various episodes of 100 years of the Korean 

cinema’s history.

AfTER SCHOOL CLUb 

Join the Club!

After School Club is the Live Music Request show for K-Pop 

fans all around the world. On our weekly live show, you can 

join our video chat sessions through Google Hangouts, 

send us tweets, and share status. Also, ASC presents the 

K-POP stars' record storehouse!The ASC Archive will be 

a compilation of the deep conservations about the guests' 

albums, the diverse requests they carry out, as well as TMIs 

from behind-the-scenes.Connect directly with Heejun and 

Jamie as well as our awesome guests!

Production Year  2020-2021   |   Genre  Entertainment
Eps × Min  60 min. per episode (every week)   |   Definition  HD 

SOMETHiNG SPECiAL 
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7460

E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr 

bOOk U LOVE 

Four hosts tour the celebrity guest’s home, digging into the 

guest’s life story by going through the bookshelf. They guess 

the books that changed the guest’s life. Meanwhile, they also 

collect books through various channels - local company’s 

employees and social media. They deliver these books 

through a “Book Truck” to set up “My Local Library” with the 

help of an expert.

Production Year  2020, 2021   |   Eps × Min  8 × 60(S1), 12 × 60(S2)
Genre  Factual Entertainment

SM Culture & Contents 
Website. www.smcultureandcontents.com  

E-mail. kang.sh@smtown.com 

bOYS MENTAL TRAiNiNG CAMP 2 - 
NCT DREAM 

My personality I think I carry, My friends’ personalities to my 

understanding, How far is it true?

Following <Boys Mental Training Camp>, which fully 

diagnosed the true side of k-pop idol’s personality, season 

2 gets back with NCT DREAM that became a triple-million-

selling band with its first full-length album “Hot Sauce.” It gives 

the opportunities for NCT DREAM to be more closely tied in 

friendship escaping from the city and having a relaxing time.

Are you ready for Psychology Enhancement Special Reality 

Camp?

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  12 × 20
Genre  Reality   |   Definition  HD 

Arirang TV 
Website. www.arirang.com 

Tel. +82 (0)2 3475 5141

E-mail.  kylee@arirang.com 
boram@arirang.com 

Arirang TV 
Website. www.arirang.com 

Tel. +82 (0)2 3475 5141

E-mail.  kylee@arirang.com 
boram@arirang.com 
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CATCHY kOREA

The center of the Korean Wave, where you can learn Korea’s 

sophisticated culture.CATCHY KOREA, a comprehensive 

cultural content in “Omnibus format”,

[TIMELY scenes] The whole world keeps its eyes on what 

happens in Korea!We bring you a fresh take on Korea’s up-and-

coming events, fascinating culinary, culture, and festival scenes.

[ARTSY streaming] Now it’s the era where culture and art are 

also enjoyed by streaming!

[STORY and meet] Time for little chit chats with rising stars in 

culture and art fields!Let’s take a close peep in their personal 

and honest stories.

Production Year  2020-2021   |   Genre  Entertainment
Eps × Min  30 min. per episode (every week)   |   Definition  HD 

SOMETHiNG SPECiAL 
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7460

E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr 

CRiME DELiVERY 

<CRIME DELIVERY> delivers to you a box full of suspicious 

crimes. This box contains key information about the incident, 

the investigation money of $1000, your role, and your 

costume. Once you accept this box, the investigation game 

begins. The six players will have to either ally or compete 

with 5 others to arrest the real suspect among all. Were you 

able to arrest the suspect and win the prize money? Or were 

you the culprit?

Production Year  Paper Format   |   Eps × Min  TBD
Genre  Crime Game Show  

Tcast Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.imtcast.com 

Tel. +82 (0)70 8145 3117

E-mail. jiminkim@tcast.tv 

fOLLOW ME_MAkE YOUR CHOiCE 

Corner 1. <Check out my choice: A close-up look!> 

Have a look at what K-idol's are up to! We will be presenting their 

choices made in Fashion, food-diet and life-style with no-filters! 

This is your chance to see how K-idol stars built up their own taste. 

Corner 2. <Live QnA : Ask Anything> 

This corner is open to ask any questions from hardships 

encountered in romantic relationship to beauty tips! It is the final 

stop for people to share any concerns. 

Corner 3. <Style make-over : Let us help you find your style!>

It is a spot for those who are trying to find their own style! Are 

you trying to find your style? What's your taste? We will guide 

you step-by-step on how to create one.

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  8 × 60
Genre  Lifestyle & Fashion   |   Definition  HD 

GANGNAM STYLE : iNSiDER'S PiCkS

Tall edifices, luxurious shops, eye-catching signboards, 

stylish people... Those who visit Gangnam for the first time 

find themselves infatuated by its extravagance. However, 

some are also overwhelmed by the charm of Gangnam and 

cannot enjoy it to the fullest.It’s about time to discover the true 

charm of Gangnam and make the best of what it has to offer 

– with the help of “Gangnam insider's Picks” a guide offering 

tips on how to enjoy Gangnam from Gangnam insiders.

Production Year  2020-2021   |   Genre  Entertainment
Eps × Min  22 min. per episode (every week)   |   Definition  HD 

Arirang TV 
Website. www.arirang.com 

Tel. +82 (0)2 3475 5141

E-mail.  kylee@arirang.com 
boram@arirang.com 

Arirang TV 
Website. www.arirang.com 

Tel. +82 (0)2 3475 5141

E-mail.  kylee@arirang.com 
boram@arirang.com 
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SOMETHiNG SPECiAL 
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7460

E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr 

HiTSMASH 

So many smash hits come and go. These hugely popular 

hits fade away from our memories as the trend changes. 

<HITSMASH> revives the old-forgotten hit songs by mashing 

up two hit songs into one song that could smash people’s 

hearts with a new performance and feel to it. It also brings up 

the songs’ original artists who come share the song’s story 

and background. These songs can also be released globally, 

with new sponsorship and partnership opportunities.

Production Year  2019   |   Eps × Min  13 × 50
Genre  Music Competition  

HOLY MOLY SUNCHEON 

In the midst of a flood of travel content, we're looking for ways 

to effectively introduce our many tourism resources, including 

SunCheon National Garden’s resources, to people around 

the world! Hanryu star celebrities with global awareness 

and foreign celebrities make friends and travel to Suncheon 

together. They will find six points, such as Suncheon gems, 

for two days and nights, where they will perform different 

forms of performing missions. Not just a trip to go and see, 

but a mission trip that will show you the full charm of each 

point. Through the travel stories of five friends, they present 

a different Suncheon journey that resonates with everyone 

in the world and wants to go with them, even if they have 

different sentiments and different languages.

Production Year  2020.12 / Produced   |   Eps × Min  6 × 15
Genre  Entertainment Comic Variety   |   Definition  HD 

YOUNG & CONTENTS CO., Ltd.  
Website. www.youngcontents.com 

Tel. +82 (0)10 3749 5573

E-mail. lhy8818@naver.com

i CAN SEE YOUR VOiCE

What does a good singer look like?

Can you tell someone’s singing ability by the way they look?

Seven mystery singers, all with different singing abilities. Among 

them, there are talented singer, and then... there are truly horrible 

singers. Based on three rounds of hints, the guest star has to 

figure out who can carry a tune and who cannot. After every 

round, the guest star eliminates 2 mystery singers and the final 

remaining mystery singer will get to sing a duet with the guest 

star. Did the guest star make the right choice? Will the duet 

partner be a good singer or just a great imposter who can’t 

carry a note? - Licensed to 23 Countries, including USA, Spain, 

Canada, Russia, Spain, UK, Germany and the Netherlands

Production Year  2015   |   Eps × Min  12 × 60
Genre  Music Game Show 

CJ ENM 
Website. http://watch.cjenm.com 

Tel. +82 (0)2 371 8616

E-mail. watch@watchcjenm.net 

i'M LiVE

I'm Live is a live concert program featuring Korea's top 

musicians

Musicians and fans interact with one another in close 

proximity, becoming one in the name of music

Production Year  2020-2021   |   Genre  Entertainment
Eps × Min  30 min. per episode (every week)   |   Definition  HD 

Arirang TV 
Website. www.arirang.com 

Tel. +82 (0)2 3475 5141

E-mail.  kylee@arirang.com 
boram@arirang.com 
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SOMETHiNG SPECiAL 
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7460

E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr 

LET’S PLAY, LET’S PLAY!

10 to 15 kids from 4 to 11 years old are invited to the studio 

where the set is designed similar to a playing space at a 

kindergarten. Kids participate in exercises, language classes, 

(musical or sitcom-styled) job shadowing, and more. In the 

“Hey buddies, would you hear me out?” segment, the kids 

read the postcards from the kid viewers, hear out what 

troubles them, and try to give the best solution to their friends, 

experiencing how good it feels to help out their friends and 

communicate warmly.

Production Year  2019   |   Eps × Min  40 × 20
Genre   Kids Entertainment Show  

M.U.S.T.

As a part of City of the Month campaign, M.U.S.T: My 

Unexpected Sweet Trip is a program showing Asian Cities 

with the concept of Fun, Fashionable, Fabulous and Fine to 

tvN Asia viewers. The program intensively appeals to ladies 

aged from 20s to 40s living in a big city who make a great 

expense of overseas trip and lead a family trip.

Production Year  2016   |   Eps × Min  16 × 30
Genre  Travel   |   Definition  HD 

Yoon & Company inc.  
Website. www.yoonncompany.com 

Tel. +82 (0)2 3152 8600

E-mail. hyuntae@yoonncompany.com  

MbC 
Website. http://content.mbc.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3713

E-mail. junhee.koh@mbc.co.kr

MiDNiGHT HORROR STORY 

“Watch something scary when you are lonely. Then you won't 

be alone any longer". Scary and interesting bedtime stories 

your grandmother told you as a child, stories your parents 

told you, things that happened while traveling with friends, 

scary stories of the military, scary stories about elevators, 

scary stories about ghosts underwater at fishing sites, 

strange stories that aren't about ghosts,... This horror story 

talk show brings you the scariest and strangest of them all 

along with sleepless nights.

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  On-going × 70
Genre  Horror Talk Show   |   Definition  HD 

di turn 
E-mail. haena.cho@diturn.co.kr 

MY RANkiNG 

Guess your ranking. 

The combination of numbers will be the password for the 

vault.

Based on what the singers showed, the judges will rank the 

singers.

Singers list themselves up from top to bottom, while they do 

not need arrogance or contempt.

The rankings become the password to open the vault filled 

with cash. 

Production Year  2020 / Non-televised   |   Eps × Min  2 × 75 (pilot eps)
Genre  Music Game show
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MbC 
Website. http://content.mbc.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3713

E-mail. junhee.koh@mbc.co.kr

MYSTERY RANkiNG SHOW 1,2,3

You won't believe your eyes! Shatter your preconceived 

notions and LINE THEM UP!

Five contestants share something unique in common and 

they have a mysterious hierarchy between them. Seven 

celebrity guests are tasked with figuring out how the 

contestants are ranked in right order amongst themselves. 

Brilliant Shiny-Floor Game Show with Spectacular 

performances, MYSTERY RANNKING SHOW!

Production Year  2017   |   Eps × Min  36 × 60
Genre  Guessing Game   |   Definition  HD 

Nexus international Contents 
Website. www.nexusicon.com 
Tel. +82 (0)2 593 6575
E-mail.  seetha95@nexusicon.com 

karolina@nexusicon.com  

OH MY k-fOOD

First came K-POP. Now, it's time for K-FOOD !

Have you ever wondered about the food that the popular 

Korean stars eat in dramas, movies, and entertainment 

shows?

This program extends beyond national borders and unites 

overseas fans who want to try cooking Korean food 

themselves.

Never been to South Korea before?

Do you think that you have no cooking skills at all?

That's alright!

Just follow the easy recipes and taste the real Korea.

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  5 × about 20
Genre  TV Show   |   Definition  HD 

kbS Media 
Website. http://global.kbsmedia.co.kr/ 

Tel. +82 (0)2 6939 8133

E-mail. eunsol.kim@kbsmedia.co.kr 

PAik JONG WON'S CLASS

K-pop, K-drama and K-movie. Now it’s K-food! The interest 

in Korean food has been increasing. However, the reality is 

that it’s still hard to experience Korean food and find Korean 

ingredients outside of Korea.

To introduce Korean cooking to an international audience, star 

chef Paik Jong-won serves up Korean dishes with his own twist 

using ingredients that can be found outside of the country. 

In this cooking show, the trainees, most of whom have no 

culinary background, try to make Korean food while giving 

Korean viewers new ideas to try out in the kitchen and an 

introduction to Korean recipes for those who want to know 

about Korean cuisine. 

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  12 × 50
Genre  Entertainment   |   Definition  HD 

Wildtale Co., Ltd.  
Website. www.wildtale.net 

Tel. +82 (0)10 2753 8954

E-mail. wildtale@naver.com  

PLAY WiTH ANiMALS!

This content will allow children to enjoy playing games with countless 

wild animals. While having fun, you can learn about how animals live 

in the wild and about the importance of life. Through simple touch, 

children can learn what each animal looks like and what they feed 

on interactively. Using AR characters, this educational content has 

been tailored for children aged between 3 to 7 years old so that they 

can learn about a variety of animals in the wild. 

Production Direction: AR Character + 2D + Interactive Game

Production standard: 7 minutes and more than 20 episodes

Main target: 3-7 years old 

(Sub-target: parents with preschool children)

Representative wild animals from around the world

Production Year  2021 / In preparation   |   Eps × Min  20 × 20
Genre  Kids   |   Definition  UHD 
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SOMETHiNG SPECiAL 
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7460

E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr 

REAL HiGH ROMANCE 

4 female and 4 male recent high school graduates take a trip 

together in the hopes of finding a boyfriend/girlfriend. During 

the trip, the teens live in a house together and are instructed 

to perform missions via texts. They attend group activities 

and go out on dates with their love interests. Each teen is 

given a camera to record their honest thoughts throughout 

the trip. At the end of the trip, the contestants make their final 

love connection.

*Original format by WHYNOT Media

Production Year  2019   |   Eps × Min  20 × 12(S1), 20 × 15(S2)
Genre  High-teen reality  

SM Culture & Contents 
Website. www.smcultureandcontents.com  

E-mail. kang.sh@smtown.com 

ROLE-MODEL HOUSE AGENCY 

Recently vocational experience theme park gets popular for 

parents and kids! Yet, kids don’t know what the reality is and 

adults don’t know the future.

To allow kids to understand what it's like to be an adult having 

a job, the no.1 show host in Korea, KANG HODONG takes 

a role as an agent for ‘role-model house’. In two role-model 

houses, kids and the experts in various fields explore their 

future career together.

Welcome to <Role-Model House Agency> if you want to 

imagine your bright future!

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  10 × 60
Genre  Talk Show   |   Definition  HD 

Ak Entertainment Co., Ltd.  
Website. www.akent.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 6332 0092

E-mail. hansol@akent.co.kr  

ROMANTiC CiTY

ROMANTIC CITY is a special travel show that can make 

you the very best tourist! There are many choices you have 

to make before traveling to other countries, from picking up 

where to go to what to do there. Let's find out everything you 

need to know about the cities that you are going to travel to. 

This show will make your city magically ROMANTIC.

Production Year  2019 / Completed   |   Eps × Min  11 × 50
Genre  Travel   |   Definition  HD 

SOMETHiNG SPECiAL 
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7460

E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr 

RUN OUT 

Fun & action-packed competition game show for the digital 

age! There is only one rule in <RUN OUT>, to ‘protect your 

battery from running out at all costs!’

In each episode, 8 Contestants from different backgrounds 

are given the same smartphone and certain challenges that 

require battery power. The last 2 contestants who are able 

to keep their battery alive after a series of challenges will 

head over back to the studio for the final round, where they 

participate in a face-to-face game which requires charging 

of the battery.

<RUN OUT> is a game show for our society that emphasizes 

our phone’s battery lives more than our own.

Production Year  Paper format   |   Eps × Min  TBD
Genre  Competition Game Show
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RUNNiNG MAN

What are the most famous landmarks in Korea? 

Top celebrities show their visiting landmarks, and they must 

escape from there before dawn, carrying out missions all 

over place. With popular celebrities’ continuous running and 

fierce battle, hidden part of landmarks in Korea reveals itself.

Production Year  2010 -   |   Eps × Min  On going × 90
Genre  Variety   |   Definition  HD 

SbS 
Website.  https://programs.sbs.co.kr/special/

sbscontentshub/main 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2001 0715 
E-mail. jisangkim@sbs.co.kr 

Arirang TV 
Website. www.arirang.com 

Tel. +82 (0)2 3475 5141

E-mail.  kylee@arirang.com 
boram@arirang.com 

SEE WAHT i SEE (1-3 SEASONS)
Production Year  2020-2021   |   Genre  Entertainment
Eps × Min  25 min. per episode (every week)   |   Definition  HD 

Everyone has their own travel styles and preferences. Instead 

of following preset itineraries, design your own trip according to 

what you like. We offer customized travel ideas that will satisfy 

the needs of a diverse range of viewers. K-pop band members 

and vloggers of different nationalities and backgrounds will lead 

the way as Hallyu travel guides. Instead of delivering just facts 

and figures, they share travel tips with the viewers based on 

their own experiences. Each vlogger presents a different travel 

style, which is captured in a short but engaging video that’s 7-8 

minutes long. Cultural items that are familiar to Koreans can be 

completely new and different to foreigners. We select uniquely 

Korean items that will appeal to our global viewers!

SHOOTiNG STARS 

"We can also play football!"

A healthy small group created by the 2002 Worldcup legends 

is born with 200% sincerity! With these girls who are serious 

about football, The renaissance of women's football is 

unfolding. 

This is a 6-team tournament, or probably a 6-team variety 

show. 

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  90min
Genre  Variety, Sports   |   Definition  HD 

SbS 
Website.  https://programs.sbs.co.kr/special/

sbscontentshub/main 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2001 0715 
E-mail. jisangkim@sbs.co.kr 

JTbC Studios Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.jtbcworldwide.com

Tel. +82 (0)2 2031 8491

E-mail. jtbcworldwide@jtbc.co.kr

SiNG AGAiN
Production Year  2020   |   Eps × Min  12 × 100
Genre  Music, Competition

A rebooting vocal audition program for talented but unkown 

artists, forgotten legends, and all those who want another 

chance to Sing Again. The show requires 1 main host and 

8 celebrity judges. Judges are comprised of 4 veteran, older 

industry legends (Seniors) and 4 famous, younger musicians 

(Juniors). Each judge possesses a wild card (Super Again) 

that allows them to save an elimiated contestant. If all 8 

judges like a performance and press the Again Button, that 

contestant earns an All Again. Top 10 contestants qualify 

for a National Tour. The Top 3 are each rewarded 1 year of 

professional management and a luxury massage chair. The 

winner earns $10K and a record release deal.
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SiNG STREET

Music web entertainment content that provides fun and enjoyable 

songs by using camping items such as suncheon national 

garden, suncheon wetlands, suncheon wa-on beach, etc. As 

before and after the song of Jang Bum-jun's "Yeosu Bambada", 

the number of tourists in Yeosu has increased from 7 million to 

15 million, so there are many real examples of the development 

of local tourism itself through music. So, based on the music, We 

tried to capture the story with beauty in the SunCheon National 

Garden! In particular, the "Sing street" was literally conducted by 

artists traveling around the SunCheon National Garden, making 

it an opportunity for viewers to travel to Lansun busking and to 

perform another Lansun concert for artists.

Production Year  2020.12 / Produced   |   Eps × Min  6 × 15
Genre  Entertainment Music Variety   |   Definition  HD 

YOUNG & CONTENTS CO., Ltd.  
Website. www.youngcontents.com 

Tel. +82 (0)10 3749 5573

E-mail. lhy8818@naver.com

SOMETHiNG SPECiAL 
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7460

E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr 

SiNG-ALONG PLAYROOM

Can you ‘sing along’ accurately to your favorite song of your 

childhood by hearing it only once?

The show invites a group of celebrities to sing along to songs 

that we all learn to sing at school, including folk songs, kids’ 

songs, and mainstream pop songs. They take turns to sing 

songs, and if they succeed in sing-along correctly with limited 

trials, they can donate the prize money to their schools as 

a charity.

Production Year  2001   |   Eps × Min  Weekly × 60
Genre  Music Entertainment 

Ak Entertainment Co., Ltd.  
Website. www.akent.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 6332 0092

E-mail. hansol@akent.co.kr  

SiSTERS' CAMPiNG DiARY 

Two female influencers go camping at unique places in 

Korea! 

Join these two energetic sisters-former hairstylist Mimi and 

Tteokbokki restaurant owner Babara on a camping journey to 

local provinces all across Korea as they discover unique local 

camping dishes and enjoy a living in nature. 

Production Year  2020 / Completed   |   Eps × Min  12 × 30
Genre  Travel   |   Definition  HD 

Tcast Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.imtcast.com 

Tel. +82 (0)70 8145 3117

E-mail. jiminkim@tcast.tv 

SPORTY bROTHERS

Not a single mistake was allowed for these athletes as they 

were representing Sough Korea. They endured hunger and 

went through hardships and now they are retired. It is time 

to experience different aspects of life through engaging new 

activities. Now they are ready to not only 'experience' but also 

to have 'fun'.

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  24 × 70
Genre  Entertainment   |   Definition  HD 
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SOMETHiNG SPECiAL 
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7460

E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr 

SPOTTED 

Can you really SPOT your lover among others even though

you can’t see or talk with the one? If you can, the money is 

all yours!

Spotted is a new game show which puts 4 pairs of lovers to 

test how well they know each other. Throughout the 3 rounds, 

the couples need to survive over others to win the cash prize.

In each week, 4 couples invited to the studio are separated 

from each other and sent into rooms individually. They 

cannot see or hear each other until they "SPOT" one another 

and escape to a LOVE SPOT.

Production Year  Paper Format   |   Eps × Min  TBD
Genre   Couple Game Show 

THE bARbER Of SEViLLE 

"A haircut is to take care of the customer's heart."

Can I leave my precious hair to a stranger?

Korean beauty masters face off in unfamiliar Europe.

Seville, the home of the world-renowned opera "The Barber 

of Seville," the delightful barber of "Pigaro"

There goes the best barber in Korea.

Production Year  2019 / Finished   |   Eps × Min  10 × 90
Genre  Entertainment   |   Definition  HD 

MbC PLUS 
Website. www.mbcplus.com 

Tel. +82 (0)31 995 0255

E-mail. hong3@mbcplus.com 

SOMETHiNG SPECiAL 
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7460

E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr 

THE OTHER i

A groundbreaking entertainment talk show where celebrities 

create a totally new universe of the TRUE SELF.

3 celebrities are invited to a live talk show every week. 

First, they appear in the studio as their original selves and 

talk about what kind of alter egos that they’ve always wanted 

to become.

After the talk, they all transform into their prepared alter egos 

and perform in front of the audience.

Whose alter ego will be chosen by the public, and whose will 

fail to attract the viewer?

Production Year  Paper Format   |   Eps × Min  TBD
Genre   Celebrity Talk Show  

kbS Media 
Website. http://global.kbsmedia.co.kr/ 

Tel. +82 (0)2 6939 8133

E-mail. eunsol.kim@kbsmedia.co.kr 

THE SONG WE LOVED, A NEW SiNGER 

The very songs that we loved! The songs back in the 70s 

to 90s that have made your heart pound even from the 

beginning! Those songs, which once made us happy and 

warm-hearted, come back to us with a new voice in this 

music competition show. 

This new music competition can bring a fun and fresh vibe 

to generations now and nostalgia and reminiscence to older 

generations. Both those who were once in the middle of that 

age and those who have not experienced those old days and 

songs can enjoy this show. How will these legendary old songs 

be reborn through <The song we loved, a new singer>?

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  10 × 90~110
Genre  Entertainment   |   Definition  HD 
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TOP-GOAL RHAPSODY

When you think of K-pop groups like BTS and Blackpink, 

what comes to your mind?

K-pop is popular not only in Asian countries but in all around 

the world. K-pop has become a global phenomenon. 

The reason why it became so popular is that they had 

great qualities of music in the 80s~90s and this was like a 

foundation for the K-pop generation now. So we thought it’s 

time for us to bring old K-pop songs back and let the world 

know how special they are. Foreigners singing old K-pop 

songs in many different languages with a strong passion!

Production Year  2020   |   Eps × Min  10 × 70
Genre  Music Competition   |   Definition  HD 

Tcast Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.imtcast.com 

Tel. +82 (0)70 8145 3117

E-mail. jiminkim@tcast.tv 

SOMETHiNG SPECiAL 
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7460

E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr 

WATCH 

There’s nothing more gripping than watching world-class 

talent; and nothing more thrilling than a high-stakes game 

show. Put the two together and you get... WATCH!

Created by Canada’s Media Ranch and producers Dan 

Munday and John Kirhoffer, WATCH! puts two teams against 

each other in a game of memory, challenging them to recall 

details of an extravagant variety show played out before 

them. The winner has the honor of donating the prize money 

to the charity of their choice.

Production Year  2020   |   Eps × Min  10 × 60
Genre  Talent Game Show  

MbC 
Website. http://content.mbc.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3713

E-mail. junhee.koh@mbc.co.kr

WHERE iS MY HOME

Finding a place to live is one of the biggest challenges that 

people face. The problem is, always the budget and the lack 

of information!

For all who has trouble finding the perfect place, here comes 

the Home Searching Project that tackles all the practical 

problems. Together with the professional real estate agents, 

we will find the place that perfectly fits the clients’ need.

Who will win the client’s heart with the greater option? 

Practical tips on how to choose a home in a right budget 

comes along for the viewers as well.

Production Year  2019~Now   |   Eps × Min  On-going × 70
Genre  Lifestyle   |   Definition  HD 

MbC 
Website. http://content.mbc.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3713

E-mail. junhee.koh@mbc.co.kr

WiLD iDOL 

“Awakening your instinct in the wild! An Extreme Idol Group 

Debut Project” 

The Key idea of K-Pop Syndrome, led mainly by BTS and 

BlackPink, lies in Korea’s Idol industry system. In Korea, 

Idols are made under a strict training system of entertainment 

companies. They need to overcome the fierce competition 

with the extremely strong mindset and hard working.

To go one step further, here are the idol born in the wild by 

awakening their own charm and charisma.

Who will survive in this wild jungle and win the chance to be 

the Global K-pop IDOL?

Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  12 × 70
Genre  Talent Show   |   Definition  HD 
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kbS Media 
Website. http://global.kbsmedia.co.kr/ 

Tel. +82 (0)2 6939 8133

E-mail. eunsol.kim@kbsmedia.co.kr 

23.5 
Production Year  2020   |   Eps × Min  4 × 50
Genre  Documentary   |   Definition  UHD 

“A marvelous gift, 23.5 degrees. 

                                           Feel the Rhythm of the Earth!”

Three years of production, filmed in 15 different countries, 

production costs of over $100 million. 

The eight planets of the solar system rotate and orbit around 

the Sun. However, each planet has a different axial tilt. The 

blessing begins with this small difference. What if it wasn’t for 

the 23.5-degree tilt of the axis of the earth? The series follows 

a story of seeing, hearing, and feeling the rhythm of the earth.

kbS Media 
Website. http://global.kbsmedia.co.kr/ 

Tel. +82 (0)2 6939 8133

E-mail. eunsol.kim@kbsmedia.co.kr 

A GRANDMA iN THE GARDEN: 
CENTENNiAL HAPPY LifE
Production Year  2021   |   Eps × Min  1 × 50
Genre  Documantery   |   Definition  UHD 

The daily life of a 99-year-old grandmother. Every morning, 

the very first thing she does is to go to the garden. She feels 

alive when she is gardening. She has been doing it for 30 

years without exception but she never complains about it. 

The garden means everything to her, as a workplace and a 

playground at the same time.  In this documentary, you can 

enjoy the marvelous four seasons of the garden! 

It is a lovely invitation to Jane's garden full of love for people 

who live a hectic life.

MbC 
Website. http://content.mbc.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3713

E-mail. junhee.koh@mbc.co.kr

ASiA RiCE ROAD 

What does RICE mean to Asian people? How does Asian 

people use rice in their ordinary cuisine?

Now, the best restaurant owner in Korea, Baek Jong Won 

goes to explore the secret behind all Asian Foods. All the 

Foodies around the world, stay tuned to follow his amazing 

journey.

Production Year  2020   |   Eps × Min  2 × 60
Genre  Documentary, Culture   |   Definition  HD 

bACk TO THE bOOkS 

How does the philosophy of the world's best bookstores and 

bookstore’s owner change the culture of a single city and country 

in today's digital society? The story illuminates the secret of the 

operation of world-renowned bookstores that have been in history 

for over 100 years or decades and what they are contributing to 

social change France's ‘Shakespeare and Company’, Japan's 

‘Crayon House’, China's ‘Senfung”Bookstore’, and Korean 

Neighborhood bookstores. Actor Jang Dong-gun will become 

a presenter of the first and fourth parts and will give power to 

the documentary with his unique calm and serious voice. The 

production team of 'Back to the Books', which is about to be 

broadcasted first, will introduce a prestigious bookstore in China, 

France, Japan and Korea, which will introduce four copies.

Production Year  2019. 9 / Produced   |   Eps × Min  4 × 60
Genre  Documentary   |   Definition  HD / 4K 

YOUNG & CONTENTS CO., Ltd.  
Website. www.youngcontents.com 

Tel. +82 (0)10 3749 5573

E-mail. lhy8818@naver.com
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CLASSiC LiNEAGE-PiANO fORTE

Classical piano music has become a universal language 

for both eastern and western culture. It is well known that 

listening to classical piano music provides emotional stability, 

almost in a stage of the meditation, and even the flowers 

also become happy. What is the power of the classical piano 

melody that embraces the feelings of the East and the West? 

The worldwide classical pianists take an in-depth look into 

the best of classical pianist, Chopin, to understand the sense 

of Chopin’s music, and the post generation of Asian pianists 

influenced by him for the beauty of the essence of classical 

piano music.

Production Year  2019   |   Eps × Min  1 × 60
Genre  Classic piano music documentary   |   Definition  UHD 4K 

PlayOnCast Corp. 
Website. www.playoncast.com

Tel. +82 (0)70 4367 3730~2

E-mail. feelgood@playoncast.com 

Documentary

LifE Of SAMANTHA

Masai mara, Kenya, Africa, is a wildland where the survival of 

the fittest takes place.

"Samantha," a mother cheetah who lives there raising three 

cubs, struggles to overcome all kinds of hardships, including 

threats from other predators like lions and hyenas, to protect 

her and her babies' lives. 

This program aims to convey a message of sympathy and 

support to the underdogs of this era.

Production Year  2018-2019   |   Eps × Min  2 × 60
Genre  Wildlife   |   Definition  HD 

SbS 
Website.  https://programs.sbs.co.kr/special/

sbscontentshub/main 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2001 0715 
E-mail. jisangkim@sbs.co.kr 

PANDEMiC 3rd EPiSODE : 
LOVE iN THE AGE Of PANDEMiCS
Production Year  2020   |   Eps × Min  1 × 60
Genre  Documantery   |   Definition  HD 

MbC 
Website. http://content.mbc.co.kr 

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3713

E-mail. junhee.koh@mbc.co.kr

"How is your life during the COVID 19 era?"

Co-Produced between MBC, Korea & RAI, Italy

MBC and people around the world write messages of 

comfort and solidarity together.

TAiLS Of TALES 

TAILS OF TALES is a documentary talk show retelling true 

crime and events from the past. It features 3 hosts, who 

each invites a friend as a special guest to tell the story of 

a specific historical event. The stories are told like a private 

conversation between the host and the guest to provide an 

immersive experience. Most notably, the show is based on 

archived data and footage from other news programs and 

documentaries, making TAILS OF TALES a cost-effective 

format.

Production Year  2020   |   Eps × Min  21 × 75
Genre  Crime Talk show   |   Definition  HD 

SbS 
Website.  https://programs.sbs.co.kr/special/

sbscontentshub/main 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2001 0715 
E-mail. jisangkim@sbs.co.kr 
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THE RAiD 

The Pandemic that froze the entire world since 2020. Could 

we stop coronavirus if we just stayed 3 feet away from 

each other? This documentary demonstrates how the virus 

actually infiltrates into human bodies and why it is so fatal to 

particular people. This show was filmed during the pandemic 

in 2020 with Medical school at NYU. The lungs of the patient 

who dies from COVID19 is revealed and studied.

Production Year  2020   |   Eps × Min  3 × 60
Genre  Science Documentary   |   Definition  HD 

Yoon & Company inc.  
Website. www.yoonncompany.com 

Tel. +82 (0)2 3152 8600

E-mail. hyuntae@yoonncompany.com  

EbS 
Website. wwsales.ebs.co.kr  

Tel. +82 (0)2 526 3946

E-mail. snakim@ebs.co.kr 

THE SCiENCE Of COOkiNG 

“The invention of cooking is what led to the rise of humanity" 

- Professor 

Richard Wrangham, Biological Anthropology, Harvard University 

Humankind has been creating countless ways of cooking food 

as long as we can remember. Cooking is the product of human 

efforts for obtaining energy from nature. And within those efforts 

lies the essence of wisdom achieved by humankind. From a 

new angle, this documentary series takes a look at the world 

of cooking which is a series of endless accidents, adventures, 

and unexpected connections. "The Science of Cooking" divides 

the foundation of cooking into the four elements of heat, force, 

fermentation, and taste, covering each in a separate episode.

Production Year  2021 / Completed   |   Eps × Min  5 × 50
Genre  Science Documentary   |   Definition  HD 

EbS 
Website. wwsales.ebs.co.kr  

Tel. +82 (0)2 526 3946

E-mail. snakim@ebs.co.kr 

THE SixTH MASS ExTiNCTiON

There were five mass extinctions in 4.6 billion years of 

our Planet’s history and now the Sixth Mass Extinction is 

underway. Unlike the previous five mass extinctions, that 

were caused by catastrophic global events such as asteroid 

impact and ice age, the cause of the Sixth Mass Extinction is 

the human activities.

<The Sixth Mass Extinction> visits the sites of current 

extinction caused by humans and documents the conflicts 

between humans and wildlife, exposing the reality of mass 

extinction in the macroscopic viewpoint of Anthropocene.

Production Year  2022 / in production   |   Eps × Min  5 × 50
Genre  Science Documentary   |   Definition  HD 

kbS Media 
Website. http://global.kbsmedia.co.kr/ 

Tel. +82 (0)2 6939 8133

E-mail. eunsol.kim@kbsmedia.co.kr 

‘Time Capsule of Nature : UNESCO World Heritage’ depicts 

the Korean Peninsula’s natural history based on the places 

designated as UNESCO World Heritage. VR Hyper Time 

Labs and Matrix 360 Shot Rotating Shooting create a more 

dynamic and vibrant image of UNESCO World Heritage 

values. With a concept that connects past and present, this 

documentary tells a story made in a creative space beyond 

simple ecology. You can enjoy a new visual documentary that 

sees the cultural heritage with intense storytelling.

TiME CAPSULE Of NATURE : 
UNESCO WORLD HERiTAGE
Production Year  2017   |   Eps × Min  8 × 50
Genre  Documantery   |   Definition  UHD 
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YACHT ExPEDiTiON 

An incredible adventure story of four men leaving for the 

Pacific Ocean!Are you tired of social distancing? Take off 

your mask and join the expedition of four men leaving for the 

ocean. It will make you feel refreshed and stress-free. How 

will the Pacific Ocean treat them? Will it be friendly to them? 

Will it give them a hard time? Is this a documentary? Is this 

an entertainment program? These questions follow the four 

men heading for the boundless sea full of unexpected twists 

and turns. Will they ever be able to come back?

Production Year  2020 / Finished   |   Eps × Min  10 × 90
Genre  Documentary   |   Definition  HD 

MbC PLUS 
Website. www.mbcplus.com 

Tel. +82 (0)31 995 0255

E-mail. hong3@mbcplus.com 

COMPANY
INFORMATION
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AK Entertainment is a specialized global contents company founded in 2005. We distribute 
Korean content including documentary, drama, entertainment, animation, and film to all 
over the world as well as introducing well-made foreign content to Korea. In addition, we 
started producing our own contents suitable for diverse media platforms from 2016.

Seeking : TV Channels, VOD/ OTT platforms, distributors

Arirang TV is Korea’s English language based leading international channel with more than 
25 years of broadcasting experience. 
From the start to the end of the day Arirang TV provides, world-class TV content (Korean 
beauty and fashion, Korean food, Korean pop music shows, travel shows, documentaries, 
Korean traditional music performances, news etc.) which entertains, educates, and 
informs millions of viewers across the world through a broadcasting network of 134 million 
households in 101 different countries. 
Don't skip a chance to have fun with Arirang TV!

Seeking : Content Buyer and TV streaming platform (cable, IPTV, DTH, OTT etc.)

On the strength of diversity in all factual genres, DAEHAN MEDIAWORLD is an international 
contents developing platform joining top film makers in Korea and TV programs distribution 
with reflecting the wishes of audience all around the world. 

Ak Entertainment Co., Ltd.  
Website. www.akent.co.kr 

Add.  #605, Ace Gasan Tower, 121, Digital-ro, 
Geumcheon-gu, Seoul 08505, korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 6332 0092 \ E-mail. hansol@akent.co.kr  

Arirang TV
Website. www.arirang.com

Add.  Arirang Tower, 2351, Nambusunhwan-ro, 
Seocho-gu, Seoul, 06713, Rep. of kOREA

Tel. +82 (0)2 3475 5141

E-mail. kylee@arirang.com, boram@arirang.com 

DAEHAN MEDiAWORLD 
Add.  110-402, Gangseo Hangang xi 55, Yangcheon-ro 

55-gil, Gangseo-gu,07528 Seoul kOREA

Tel. +82 (0)2 3664 1279

E-mail. info@daehanmediaworld.co.kr 

As the owner of diverse TV channels and OTT platform, TVING, CJ ENM has an impressive platform 
and enviable distribution within our business. We’re known as creators of must-see TV shows and 
have developed a loyal and expanding fan base in Korea and around the world. With production 
expertise and global network perfected and expanded over the past two decades, CJ ENM is 
taking the lead in the diversification and globalization of Korean content worldwide. Based on its 
unrivalled capabilities in content planning, production, and marketing, CJ ENM has rolled out an 
array of innovative and original entertainment shows such as ‘I Can See Your Voice’, ‘Grandpas over 
Flowers’and drama series such as ‘Guardian: The Lonely and Great God’, ‘Crash Landing on You’, 
and ‘Vincenzo’, delivering must-see television to k-content lovers and reinforcing its influence in the 
content market. CJ ENM is also a recognized film investment & distribution company possessing 
mega-hit titles, including ‘Ode to My Father,’ ‘Veteran’ and Academy Award winning ‘Parasite’.

Seeking : Content Buyer (Finished/Format)

CJ ENM 
Website. http://watch.cjenm.com

Add.  CJ ENM CENTER, 66 Sangamsan-ro, Mapo-gu, 
Seoul, korea (03926)

Tel. +82 (0)2 371 8616 \ E-mail. watch@watchcjenm.net 
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EBS - Korea Educational Broadcasting System is the one and only public educational 
broadcasting company in Korea. EBS is now operating 8 different channels, including 
2 terrestrial TV channels, 1 radio channel, 3 cable/satellite TV channels specialized in 
educational programs, 1 IPTV children’s channel and 1 channel for Korean-Americans. 
Terrestrial channels offer preschool and youth programs, culture programs and 
documentaries for adults. Besides TV channels, VOD service and diverse array of 
e-Learning content of different levels targeted at different ages is provided via online/
mobile platform.

Seeking : Broadcaster, distributor, documentary buyer 

Korea’s First, Korea’s Biggest. This is the history of Content Distribution written by KBS 
Media striving forward. Founded in 1991, the company has been leading the Content 
Distribution, reaching the highest sales record in Korea through domestic and international 
distribution of TV rights and VOD rights. KBS Media sets the stage for K-Wave by exporting 
the TV series to Japan in 2003 for the first time. Also, it has worked as a key player in the 
globalization of K-Content with the sales of TV format to America in 2017, whose remake 
version is making a huge success in America. Expanding its boundary in Global Content 
Market, the company has been distributing K-Content over 80 countries, including Europe, 
Middle East, America and Africa. 

Seeking : Content Buyer, Co-production

korea Educational broadcasting System  
Website. wwsales.ebs.co.kr 

Add.  281, Hallyuworld-ro, ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si, 
Gyeonggi-do, 10393, korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 526 3946 \ E-mail. snakim@ebs.co.kr 

kbS Media 
Website. http://global.kbsmedia.co.kr/

Add.  kbS Media Center, 45, Maebaongsan-ro, Mapo-gu, 
Seoul, 03909, korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 6939 8133 / E-mail. eunsol.kim@kbsmedia.co.kr 

JTBC Studios is the first fully integrated studio if its kind in Korea to open a new horizon 
in K-CONTENT. In February 2020, JTBC Studios changed its name from JTBC Content 
Hub to JTBC Studios and has made a fresh start as a full-scale studio. It is now an fully 
integrated studio that encompasses all aspects of the content value chain including, 
planning, production, investment and distribution.

Seeking : Finished Contents / Format Buyers, Co-production Partnership

DITURN is a production company founded by Wonwoo Park who is the original creator of 
Masked Singer. People in DITURN mainly create and develop reality TV show formats and 
produce them.
Recent works : <300:War of United voices> was premiered on tvN in Korea and 
exported to Germany. <Lotto Singer> broadcasted on MBN is optioned to Fox Alternative 
Entertainment. Last year, we developed a format called <My Ranking >and made few 
contracts with non-broadcast pilots. Also, we played an agent role when we sold <Drive-
Thru Oke> to NBC Universal. Like this, we are doing a wide range of work related to the 
TV show format.

JTbC Studios Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.jtbcworldwide.com

Add.  JTbC bLDG, 38 Sangamsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, 
korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 2031 8491 \ E-mail. jtbcworldwide@jtbc.co.kr 

di turn 
Add.  2fL, 116, Jandari-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, 

Republic of korea

E-mail. haena.cho@diturn.co.kr 
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MBC PLUS is a subsidiary of MBC, a multi-channel service provider that provides cable, 
satellite, IPTV, and N-screen services. Currently, MBC PLUS is a new media broadcasting 
company that operates 6 channels of MBC drama net (dramas), MBC everyone 
(entertainment), MBC M (Digital Contents), MBC sports , MBC ON(classic dramas) . In the 
meantime, we have created creative contents such as Weekly idol, Muhan Girls, and Show 
champion and have become a leader in sports broadcasting, including domestic major relay 
in the major leagues. MBC PLUS does not just stay in the broadcasting production business, 
but also pioneering new markets in various fields such as performances and events.

Seeking : Co-production, Publisher

PlayOnCast Corp. is a leading company in the field of planning, production, and overseas 
distribution of competitive diversity contents such as VR-AR-4K-8K, UHD-4K(HDR)-8K, 
and new media platform's contents in various genres, It is a media and content specialist 
company that circulates broadcasting culture industry. In addition to providing globalization 
solutions for broadcasting programs and media, we have been produced the world's best 
UHD-4K 'Future City, Chernobyl (HDR), The world's most exciting touring destinations, 
Galapagos, and Classic linage, Piano forte' and differentiated programs. We are constantly 
playing a role as a broadcasting partner to create and share. From now on, we have 
been doing in partnerships with content producers in the world on premium global content 
creator network.

Seeking : TV, OTT buyers, Co-production Partners

MbC PLUS 
Website. www.mbcplus.com

Add.  596, Hosu-ro, ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si, 
Gyeonggi-do, Republic of korea

Tel. +82 (0)31 995 0255 \ E-mail. hong3@mbcplus.com 

PlayOnCast Corp.  
Website. www.playoncast.com

Add. 14f. 416, Hangang-daero, Jung-gu, Seoul, korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 4367 3730~2

E-mail. feelgood@playoncast.com 

The power of content, in other words, how many people influence it.
Although there are many later production companies in Korea, we do not have to become 
a content production company. Instead, we aim to be a leader in content localization. 
Localization of content literally means repackaging content to reach the locals in the most 
intimate and accessible way, so we have built the best team and system.

Seeking :  Distributor, License Agency, Sales agency, Production/Contents creator, 
Copyrighter, TV Channel, IPTV/Cable/Satellite broadcasting, OTT, Online video 
platform/Streaming service/VOD, Social Network, Government Agency, Institute/
Committee 

MBC is a public broadcaster whose largest shareholder is public organization Foundation 
for Broadcast Culture while it operates on advertising. MBC is the No. 1 broadcast network 
in Korea in terms of reliability, popularity and influence.
Established in 1961, MBC has been contributing to the development of the media 
industry, covering 98 of percent of the nation with a network of 16 regional stations and 8 
subsidiaries. Today, it's a multimedia group with 1 terrestrial TV channel, 3 radio channels, 
5 cable channels, 5 satellite channels and 4 DMB channels.
MBC is a popular name also in other countries as a result of the export of high quality 
content to more than 50 countries. As a global media group, MBC is now seeking ways to 
strengthen ties with broadcasters of the world in many different areas.

Seeking : Contents Acquisition, Format Acquisition, co-production

Nexus international Contents 
Website. www.nexusicon.com

Add.  06675 / 11, bangbaecheon-ro 24-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul, korea 6f

Tel. +82 (0)2 593 6575

E-mail. seetha95@nexusicon.com, karolina@nexusicon.com  

MbC 
Website. http://content.mbc.co.kr

Add. 03925 / 267, Seongam-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3713 \ E-mail. junhee.koh@mbc.co.kr
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SM C&C is a Leading Content Creator Promoting Core Values of K-Culture and Content.
Our Business Structure is Built in a Way that Stimulates Synergy with SM Entertainment 
Group, Putting Us at the Forefront of Promoting K-Culture.
Our Content Takes On Multi-faceted Forms Through Multi-platforms and One-Source-
Multi-use Strategy: Content business can be expanded through original content production 
and IP-leveraged PPL planning, by utilizing the systematic platform that SM C&C Studio 
has developed and run.
In terms of media production business, SM C&C Studio produces various high-quality 
content that grabs the headlines and boasts profitability, for local and overseas TV 
channels and OTT platforms.

Seeking : TV, OTT, Distribution, Co-production, Funding

Experience a wide range of entertainment with 10 TV channels! 
Tcast is one of the top companies that acquire premium level contents in Korea. Tcast first 
launched an E Channel in 2000 and now owns movie, drama, non-fiction, sport and an 
animation channel. Also Tcast produces 500 hours of original contents every year with a 
strong know-how of production. The various genre of contents and unique formats of each 
and every program are the strength of Tcast productions. With innovative and creative 
ideas, Tcast create the new paradigm of Korean contents throughout the world. 

Seeking :  Production/Distribution - Distributor/Sales Agent/Licensing Agent 
Broadcasting Platforms - TV Channel/Cable/IPTV/Satellite/OTT 

SM Culture & Contents 
Website. www.smcultureandcontents.com 

Add.  13f, 45, MAEbONGSAN-RO, MAPO-GU, 
SEOUL, kOREA

E-mail. kang.sh@smtown.com 

Tcast Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.imtcast.com

Add.  Heungkuk Life insurance Co. bldg., 68, 
Saemunan-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul, korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 8145 3117 \ E-mail. jiminkim@tcast.tv 

SOMETHING SPECIAL is Korea’s first-ever TV format agency focused on creative talents, 
specializing in content development, production, and distribution for the global market. 
With a proven track record of developing over 150 format titles and productions across 
26 territories, SOMETHING SPECIAL has only the best and most experienced industry 
experts ready to make things happen.
SOMETHING SPECIAL represents Korea’s top-tier production houses and A-List Creative 
Talents. Currently, we represent more than 17 independent production companies as well 
as 2 broadcasters and 14 creative talents, providing international opportunities to Korean 
companies on the creation of premium content.

Seeking : Co-production, Buyers, Production House, Studios, TV Networks, OTT platforms

SBS is the only private commercial broadcaster with wide national network in Korea. SBS 
communicates with viewers through various platforms, including television, radio, and 
so on. We produce high-quality contents in a competitive marketplace by seeing things 
through the eyes of our viewers, and thinking from their perspectives, as we continue to 
search for new programming opportunities. 

Seeking : Broadcasting stations, OTT platforms, Co-production

SOMETHiNG SPECiAL 
Website. www.sspecial.co.kr

Add.  A-1705 bldg., Woorim blueNine biz Center, 
Yangcheon-ro 583, Gangseo-gu, Seoul, korea 
(07547) 

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7460 \ E-mail. sspecial@sspecial.co.kr 

SbS 
Website.  https://programs.sbs.co.kr/special/

sbscontentshub/main

Add.  16f SbS Prism Tower, 82, Sangamsan-ro, 
Mapo-gu, Seoul, 03926

Tel. +82 (0)2 2001 0715 \ E-mail. jisangkim@sbs.co.kr 
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Wildtale is a broadcast production company that produces content that communicates with 
humans by grafting the development of the 4th industrial technology into the realm of 
video. In particular, he is a video creator who takes the lead in unraveling the secrets of the 
wild inaccessible to humans by combining the unknown wild world with artificial intelligence 
and autonomous driving.
Wildtale is a leader in nature documentaries that creates new discoveries, new challenges, 
and new contents based on new technologies.

Seeking : Investor, distributor, buyer, content manager, Co-producer

Young&Contents Co., Ltd. is producing and distributing Korean broadcasting contents to 
worldwide. 
Y&C’s CEO, Lee Hyo-young had worked for KBS Media for more than 26 years as a head 
of Global Marketing Department. After having worked as a CEO for Hunus Entertainment 
which is a drama production & management company for 2 years, then He established 
his own company Young&Contents. During his working for KBS Media, He was one of the 
most distinguished contributors to the export of Korean contents that led the distribution 
of numerous dramas such as "Winter Sonata", "Full House" and "Boys Over Flowers" to 
global markets. Currently, He runs Y&C, a global distributor specializing in Korean wave 
contents, and is responsible for the spread of Korean wave contents to worldwide.
After He got independent, He has been selling a lot of Korean dramas to many countries, 
And also Y&C is now distributing some brand-new dramas and IPs(Format or Remake 
Rights) to other countries.

Wildtale Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.wildtale.net

Add.  7th 31, Maebongsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, 
Republic of korea 

Tel. +82 (0)10 2753 8954 \ E-mail. wildtale@naver.com 

YOUNG & CONTENTS CO., Ltd. 
Website. www.youngcontents.com

Add.  3f, Yukyung b/D, 61 Yangpyeong-ro, 
Youngdeungpo-gu, Seoul, korea

Tel. +82 (0)10 3749 5573 \ E-mail. lhy8818@naver.com 

Yoon and Company Inc. was established in September 2016 by Yoon Jong-Ho who was 
the former CEO of Everyshow Inc. As a multimedia entertainment company, Yoon and 
Company Inc. is creating a co-production drama with Taiwan as well as producing and 
licensing TV drama series, variety shows and library content with an active international 
distribution. We are expanding our networks through various businesses and mature and 
immature markets that have not been developed. Yoon & Company Inc. is constantly 
discovering and supporting talented artists, working with writers and producers for 
developing creative items to flourish the business in the pop culture and arts industry.

Seeking : Broadcasting channels, OTT Platforms etc

WHYNOT MEDIA is the frontrunner in the short-form web-series industry in South Korea. 
We have successfully pioneered the market well-suited for Generation Z. WHYNOT 
MEDIA has cumulated around 700 million views on Facebook and YouTube. Since the 
establishment in 2016, 77 titles were produced, ‘Best Mistake’ and ‘Light On Me’ being 
some of the most popular originals.
As a web-series production house based in South Korea, WHYNOT MEDIA has been 
receiving a lot of global interest. We specialize in scripted high school/college romance, 
scripted office romance among workers in 20s, and unscripted shows with celebrities and 
influencers. Our audience range from teens to those in late 20s.

Seeking : Buyer, Co-production, OTT platform, TV network

Yoon & Company inc. 
Website. www.yoonncompany.com

Add.  #1009, Abel Techno 15, Hwagok-ro 68-gil, 
Gangseo-gu, Seoul, Republic of korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 3152 8600 
E-mail. hyuntae@yoonncompany.com 

WHYNOT MEDiA 
Website. http://whynot.video/ 

Add. Seah Tower 14fl Yanghwa-ro 45, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Tel. +82 (0)70 7500 1072 \ E-mail. nelly@whynot.video 
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introducing korea Creative Content Agency, kOCCA.
As the umbrella government agency for Korea content industry promotion, Korea Creative Content 
Agency supports the production of content by genre in the area of broadcasting, games, music, 
fashion, animation, characters, cartoons, immersive content. KOCCA engages in planning, creative 
production, distribution, overseas expansion, fostering companies, talent training, research and 
development of culture technology, financial support and policy research for these content.

With the power of content and culture,  
kOCCA will lead the innovative growth of korea.
The content industry extends beyond the realm of culture and is attracting attention as a promising 
future industry, driving innovative growth in the national economy.

For the sustainable advancement of our content, KOCCA supports the companies with innovative 
content by providing policy financing and plans to lead the future content market by laying the 
foundation for innovative growth as we promote leading immersive content.

Moreover, to make our content take place in the daily lives of people around the world beyond 
Korea, KOCCA will actively support overseas expansion and lead the new Korean Wave.
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